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I

A series of Co/Pd multilayers were made by dc magnetron sputter deposition on Al foil
substrates. For these multilayered samples, Co layer thicknesses were less than 4 A and Pd
layers were varied from 4 to 22 A. Sputtering rates were controlled by either sputtering power
(10-50 W) or Ar sputtering pressure (3-15 mTorr). In both cases, lower deposition rates
yielded higher perpendicular coercivity up to 2.6 kOe. Structures of the samples were studied
using conventional 0-28 x-ray diffractometry (XRD).
It has been found that magnetic
properties such as coercivity and saturation magnetization are sensitive to interfacial structures.
A nanostructural model including interfacial parameters such as alloy layer composition is
discussed and compared with the magnetization data. Both XRD and magnetization
measurements show that the interfaces become more diffuse at higher sputtering pressures.

1. INTRODUCTION
Multilayered magnetic materials have become an active research area”” due to the new magnetic properties
that are suitable for variety of applications such as
magneto-optic (MO) recording. The new properties include large perpendicular anisotropy and high coercivity
that often do not exist in single-layer films. For the application to magneto-optic recording media, Co/Pt and
Co/Pd have been intensively investigated for several
years. 3-7 These two material systems are being considered
for second generation MO recording media.
Because these magneto-optic multilayered systems
consist of ultrathin material layers, it is likely that the
thickness of interfaces and alloy composition at interfaces
play a crucial role in the new magnetic and magnetooptical properties. In this study, we investigated inter-facial
structures and magnetism, including spin polarization of
Pd atoms, for samples deposited in different conditions. A
simple model was employed to relate quantities such as
film composition and bilayer thickness to interfacial structures. Therefore, magnetic properties of Co/Pd multilayers
can be better understood.

The layered and crystalline structures of these samples
were studied by x-ray diffractometry (XRD). Both smalland large-angle scans were made in the conventional O-20
scan mode. Magnetic properties, such as coercivity and
magnetization, were measured on an alternating gradient
force magnetometer (AGFM).
The film composition of
samples was determined by measuring the mass of each Co
and Pd deposited, and ~8s also verified by energy dispersive spectroscopy ( EDS ) .
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Samples in groups I and 11 show the magnetic propcrties as a function of different deposition conditions, such as
sputt.ering power of Pd gun for samples in group I and Rr
sputtering pressure for samples in group II. The direct
effect of changing sputtering power or sputtering pressure
is to change the material deposition rate. All the samples in
groups I and II show perpendicular hysteresis loops with
squareness near 1, but the coercivity of these samples varies significantly. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that lower deposition rate caused by either lower sputtering power or
higher sputtering pressure results in higher coercivity Ei,
determined form hysteresis loops. Since the deposition rate
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Samples were sputter deposited onto water-cooled Al
foil substrates under various sputtering conditions. Ar
sputtering gas pressure was controlled by a mass flow
meter. Multilayered structures were deposited by rotation
of the substrates above the guns, and the time when a
substrate stopped above either Co or Pd gun was controlled so that a desired amount of material was deposited.
A total of 16 multilayer samples was prepared with different layered structures or different deposition conditions.
According to dilTerent deposition conditions and structures, the multilayered samples can be divided into three
groups, and the nominal layered structure and magnetic
properties are summarized in Tables I and II.
“‘Center for Microelectronic and Optical Materkl
“kenter for Materials Research and Analysis.
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FIG. 1. Coercivity If2 w deposition rates for samples in groups I and Il.
The deposition rate was changed by either qwttering power or sputtering
pressure. The same deposition rate does not yield the same ff+. The inset
is a typical perpendicular M-H loop (from sample 11-Si.
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TABLE I. Sputtering power !groop I) and sputtering pressure (group)
et%xts on magnetism and interfaces. Nominal layered structure: Co(2
Aj/Rlr 13 A j x35.
Gwup I LCo gun power = 30 W, sputtering pressure- 6 mTorr)
Sample No.
I-l
I-2
I-3
14
I-5
Pd gun power
(W)
10
20
30
50
40
li’icoej
1700
1330
1300
11.10
1180
22 6
rr, ~cmu.Pg)
228
224
22Y
226
Sample no.
Sputter pressure
Cml’orr )
H,(!k)
cr5 (emu&)

Group II (Co* Pd gun power=30
11-l
11-2
.II-3
3
792
218

6
II9il
20 1

9
1600
205
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9
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II-4
12
2180
191

II-S

changes more significantly with the change of sputtering
power rather than sputtering pressure, the sputtering
power is the main factor that changes the sputtering yield*
and deposition rate. However, the change of H, due to the
change of sputtering power is modest. From the point of
view of dynamic molecular theory, one atom on the surface
will experience about. 300 collisions per second with atoms
of the gas when the pressure is about 1 mTorr. Therefore,
the chamber ambient during film deposition plays an important role in the deposition process and has significant
effects on the film quality. Therefore, the sputtering pressure is the major factor affmting 27,. as shown in Fig. 1.
SmaIl-angle XRD for samples in group I shows qualitatively similar peaks (which are not shown) in the sense
that both the peak position and intensity do not vary
much. As shown in Table 1, the saturation magnetizations
~7~calculated from measured value of -M-J2 hysteresis loop
and Co mass, of samples in group I do not show any sig&cant ditrerence between them, suggesting that interfacial
magnetism of these samples is basically the same. However, the intensity of the ( 111) peaks and small-angle
peaks from samples in group II shows systematic changes
with sputtering pressure, as shown in Fig. 2. Higher-order
small-angle peaks and other large-angle peaks are not observed for samples in group II. It can be seen that when the
sputtering pressure is greater than 9 mTorr, the smallangle peak disappears, indicating more diffused interfaces
or lack of well-defined layer boundaries, which may be
caused by the frequent collisions between surface atoms
and ambient gas atoms. The saturation magnetization a, of
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FIG. 2. Large- and small-angle XRD scans on samples in group II. The
peaks on large-angle scans are ( 111) peaks. The peak changes show the
interdi&sion dependence on different sputtering pressure. Diffraction
patterns from top to bottom: (a) 3 mTorr, (b) 6 mTorr, (c) 9 m’forr,
(d) 12 mTorr, and (e) 15 mTorr.

samples in group IT exhibits a systematic decrease with an
increase of sputtering pressure, as well. Since, as revealed
by small-angle SRD of these samples, the higher the sputtering pressure, the more d&se the interfaces, the decrease of CT~may be caused by either the decrease of induced magnetic moments on Pd atoms, or the reduction of
Curie temperature. As Shan et al. pointed out,9 the induced moments on Pd are a function of the number of
nearest Co neighbors around Pd atoms. The fewer the Co
neighbors around Pd atoms, the less the induced moments
on Pd atoms. It should be noticed that more Pd atoms will
be polarized because more Pd atoms are mixed with Co
atoms due to the interdiffusion, which will increase the
magnetization of the film. These two results have opposite
effec.ts on the overall magnetization 0,. The results listed in
Tables I and II show that the decrease of induced moments
on Pd is dominant. The other explanation of the decrease
of induced moments is that when the interfaces are more
diffuse, the Curie temperature r, will decrease which can
cause the decrease in magnetization. According to Co-Pd
thermal Lyuilibrium phase diagram, Tc is about room temperature at 90 at. % Pd.
The magnetization o, of samples in group III is shown
in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the initial increase of CT,is due
to the induced moment on Pd atoms which are surrounded

TABLE II. Pd Iayer thickness crest on interface magnetism. Co layer thickness of2 A was fixed. Mayer thickness was determined by smdl-mgle
and film composition hy EDS.
Group III (nominal structure: Co( 2 A)/Pd(.&)
Sample No.
.x(A)
ffc iciej
irs (emu/g)
Elilayer thick. [iiS
Film somp.h (Co)

III-1
4.0
74&o”
202 .o
6.5
0.37

III-2
7.0
a 17.0=
229.0
10.1
0.24

III-3
10.0
1040.0
249.0
13.1
0.18

XRD,

>: 35)
III-4
*
13.0
1190.0
246.0
15.5
0.15

III-5
16.0
12 10.0
245.0
18.9
0.13

III-6
22.0
1010.0
249.0
24.9
0.10

“Squareness is less than 0.9,
“The film composition is in atomic percent of Co.
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Pd layer thickness(A)

FIG. 3. Saturation magnetization o, as function of Pd layer thickness for
samples of group III. rr, is calculated using Co mass only. The major
source of the error bars is from the measurement of Co mass in the
multiayered films.

or partially surrounded by Co atoms. The shape of the
curve in Fig. 3, in general, agrees with data obtained by
others.‘” One difference found in this study is that cr, (Fig.
3) stays roughly constant after LT,reaches a maximum at a
Pd layer thickness of -10 A, indicating that Pd atoms
added after the Pd layer is greater than 10 A make no
contribution to the magnetization, and thus these Pd atoms
are not mixed with Co, as is reasonable. Therefore, if it is
assumed that Co at.oms diffuse in both directions into adjacent Pd layers, the interface thickness will be about 10 A.
The interdiffusion length is then estimated to be about 5 A.
More information about Co-Pd interfaces may be obtained when magnetic, XRD, and EDS measurements are
combined. A microstructural model” can be used to estimate the average composition of Co at interfaces or in the
CoPd alloy layers. This model can be expressed as the
following:
1-z

L=L,
(

$L*g,

x&3

1

where L is the bilayer thickness which can be measured by
small-angle XRD, L, the alloy layer [interface) thickness,
n, and nb the atomic number densities of the alloy layers
and pure Pd layers, and x& and xc0 (determined by EDS
or other methods) the Co compositions in the alloy layers
and in the film, respectively.
The bilayer thickness and over all Co composition of
these samples in group III can be easily and accurat.ely
determined and are list.& in Table II. The plot of L vs
l/xc0 shows a straight line in Fig. 4. From the slope
(=2.45 A), intercept (=-0.314
A), and alloy layer
thickness ( =2>iinterdiffusion
length= 10-12 A) which is
estimated above, the average Co composition at the interfaces is found to be about 20-25 at. LTO.Also, the atomic
number ratio nO/nb can be calculated as 1.03 which is com-
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FIG. 4. Bilayer thickness L vs l/xc~,, where s+<, is the overall Co composition of tilms for samples in group III.

parable to the value of about 1.06 for bulk Coo,2Pd0.xalloy
and bulk Pd. From the above discussion, it can be seen that
although the model is very simple, it allows one to calculate reasonably correct microstructural parameters and to
obtain a detailed picture of interfaces.
In summary, sputter-deposited Co/Pd multilayers
were studied. We found that the interdiffusion and changes
in H, and q* when sputtering pressure increases are directly
related to interaction between surface atoms and ambient
gas. Deposition rate has little effect on these magnetic
properties. Nanostructures at interfaces have been discussed in detail. Co composition at interfaces has been
calculated to be about 20-25 at. % for samples deposited at
6 mTorr.
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